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Abstract

In cloud storage, many encrypted data are inaccessible unless several users
are simultaneously present. However, when directly adopting the existing
rational secret sharing schemes, it is difficult to achieve a fair key reconstruc-
tion, which leads that none of the users sends their shares and no one can
access the shared data. To address this problem, this paper introduces an
incentive exchange mechanism into rational secret sharing, and proposes a
fair data access control scheme for cloud storage. In the proposed scheme, a
large number of fake keys are generated to obfuscate the decryption key of
the shared data. During the exchange of shares, a user is required to first
send his/her shares when he/she deviates from the prescribed scheme. This
punishes the users’ selfish behaviors and incentives them to access the shared
data together. Theoretical analysis shows that, in the proposed scheme, the
Nash equilibrium is that all the users always send their shares, enabling them
to reconstruct the decryption key fairly. Additionally, extensive experiments
demonstrate that the proposal can control data access policies efficiently.
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1. Introduction

Because cloud storage services not only provide cheaper and on-demand
storage resources but also require less hands-on management, increasing num-
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